PRESS RELEASE
TimoCom enables optimal use of vehicle space
Ray Moran International Transport Limited. uses the freight exchange for efficient transport business across Europe
Time is money. The Irish company Ray Moran International Limited, which offers its vehicle fleet composed by 40 trailers for
transports between Ireland and mainland Europe, is well aware of this. The company recognised how important it is to
handle transport business quickly, professionally and with flexibility. So that the vehicles are used to capacity, its employees
use the market leading European freight and vehicle exchange TC Truck&Cargo®.
Advantages of the online platform
Ray Moran International Limited was founded in 1997 and is specialised in the transport of dry freight including
pharmaceutical products, computer equipment, machinery and general cargo. The company is based in Wexford, close
to Rosslare Europort, which facilitates direct shipment of freight to Dublin and to the south and west of Ireland. Also France,
Italy, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium as well as the rest of Europe's mainland are driven to regularly. "The whole thing
would not work as efficiently without TimoCom", says Managing Director Ray Moran. "With the help of the platform we can find
approximately 300 full or part loads per year for our transports. It also works the reverse way. We can offer our free vehicle
capacity in the exchange. This way we avoid expensive and environmentally damaging empty runs." The Irishman also points out
further advantages: "Thanks to the large amount of offers, we have a good basis for negotiation when it comes to negotiating the
transport details with the relevant business partner. The program provides more efficiency in every sense."
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Quality, service and security convince
The IT company TimoCom has already convinced over 100,000 users with its reliable service and high quality standards. Also
for Ray Moran International Limited, reliability and industry Know-how are the key to the company's success. Whether with
own fleet or with a reputable contractor from the region - the experienced team guarantees security and on schedule
transport of freight from A to B. The transport company is supported by TimoCom and as the Chief Representative Marcel
Frings says: "We focus on security, regardless of whether it is concerning the verification of service providers or access
to the software. With this we create a solid base for our customers so that they can quickly find an adequate and serious
partner." To be able to offer this tailor-made solution in 44 countries, the IT company is constantly developing and enhancing
their products and services. Moran commends this service-concept and the high security standards:
"We are always up-to-date with TimoCom an all-around well secured."
Further information on TimoCom and Ray Moran International Limited at www.timocom.co.uk and
www.raymorantransport.com.
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